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1. Purpose of Report

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update Committee on developments within EU funds and
future delivery mechanisms.

2. Background

2.1 EU Funds are a key part of the EU's regional policy and are planned in 7 year cycles with
the 2007−2013 programme about to close and the forthcoming 2014−2020 cycle about to
begin.

2.2 Within the 2007−2013 programme, over £18.5 million of grant has been secured towards
employability, business support, social enterprise development and lifelong learning
initiatives. The most significant project within these in terms of scale is North
Lanarkshire's CPP Skills Pipeline which was awarded over £17 million in 2007−2013.

3. 2014−2020 Scottish Funds

3.1 It has been confirmed that there will be a 5% reduction in Structural Funds coming to
Scotland with an estimated €795million (E671 million) being available. The Scottish
Government has stated that it aims to launch the 2014−2020 programme in July 2014.

3.2 The 2014 strategy and programmes are designed around 'Strategic Interventions'. These
are large scale programmes of work which can be managed by organisations (lead
partners) who have a demonstrated capacity to co−finance and comply with the audit
responsibilities for these funds. The Strategic Interventions proposed are:

Strategic Intervention General Description
Financial Engineering! Access to finance funding, both through Scottish Investment Bank
LA Loan Fund and Local Authority Loan Funds. Financial engineering measures

to be agreed.
Smart Cities This programme will help Scotland's cities, industry and urban

communities innovate using new technologies.
Social Inclusion Financial inclusion, childcare, fuel poverty measures but still being

developed.
Business Aligning the support offered by Local Authorities and SE to identify
competitiveness/BG Plus future growth companies and support them to fulfil their potential.

Strong focus on the key drivers of growth and competitiveness,
including exporting, innovation and entrepreneurship.

Employability To build on the existing CPP strategic skills pipeline approach
across Scotland that has been developed during the 2007−2013
programme and incorporate the EU Youth Employment Initiative
(YEI) which is targeted at 11 West of Scotland local authorities.
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3.3 £128 million of European Social Fund (ESF) is allocated to the Employability Intervention
with an additional £64 million allocated to the Social Inclusion measure. All 32 local
authority led CPPs will be eligible to access a share of these funds for their employability
services. Therefore, it is important that allocations are based on objective measures
which ensure funds are targeted on areas of greatest need.

3.4 An additional £105 million, if Scottish Government and local authority co−finance is
included, is available from the EU funded Youth Employment Initiative which is targeted at
11 local authorities within the West of Scotland and includes North Lanarkshire. This fund
must be committed by December 2015 and spent by December 2018. Currently, the
Scottish Government is considering using this as an Employer Recruitment Incentive
(wage subsidy schemes like YIP) for young people. However, it has also been
mentioned as a possible source of match funding for the youth employment dimension of
the Glasgow City Deal which includes seven of the targeted local authorities in the West
of Scotland.

4. Lead Partner Issues and Simplified Costs

4.1 The Scottish Government has proposed that one lead partner leads each Strategic
Intervention on behalf of other delivery partners. For many of the Strategic Interventions
there is a national organisation which has the capacity to take on this role. However, this
is less straightforward for the Business Growth or the Employability intervention given that
these would entail one local authority taking the lead partner responsibility for all others.

4.2 Responsibilities for the Lead Partner are that they must:

− procure delivery agents for each intervention

− guarantee all match funding

− manage the performance of all delivery partners against contracted outcomes

− verify all claims and ensure a clear audit trail

− pays out declared expenditure to partners before receiving payment from the Scottish
Government

4.3 While this would simplify operations for the Scottish Government, local government
organisations have been pointing out the difficulties of implementing such an agreement
among 32 local authorities in the timescales available, even if one local authority was
willing to take on the lead role. Therefore, local government organisations in the form of
COSLA, SOLACE (Society of Local Authority Chief Executives), SOLAR (Society of Local
Authority Lawyers & Administrators in Scotland) and SLAED (Scottish Local Authorities
Economic Development) have joined to present an alternative option to the Scottish
Government. This option would see each local authority negotiating directly with the
Scottish Government on funding for their local employability pipeline. If local authorities
wished to join together in pipeline delivery based on the geographies associated with
Business Gateway, then they could take this option. Given the timescales and need for
match funding to be allocated by local authorities, this is viewed as the most pragmatic
solution in the time available.

4.4 This issue was resolved at a meeting of the above groups with the Scottish Government
on 7 April 2014. A solution was agreed whereby each local authority will be able to act as
lead partner for its employability pipeline.

4.5 The other significant challenge which is, as yet, unresolved is related to the three funding
models being discussed. While known as Simplified Costs these models all present
significant and untested challenges for partners. They are:
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(ii) Unit Cost: audit responsibility lies with the Scottish Government but projects are
closely checked for outcomes with payment dependent on these

(iii) Procurement: all employability pipeline services are tendered and procured which has
the potential to leave existing partners outside the local pipeline

4.6 More information on the practical implications for the use of these models is not available
and the Scottish Government has been asked that these be tested prior to the launch of
the new EU programmes.

5. Conclusion

5.1 While it is welcome that there will be EU funded support for local government in the key
economic development areas of Business Growth and Employability there are a number
of unresolved issues which threaten the Scottish Government timetable of launching the
new EU programmes in July 2014. These are the issues related to governance of the
Strategic Interventions and the radical changes proposed to the funding models which are
untested.

6. Recommendations

6.1 It is recommended that Committee:

i) note the contents of this report.

&tH L
Shirley Linton
Head of Planning & Regeneration

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information please contact Caitnona McAuley, Economic
Development Manager at 01236 632866, or Paul Kane, Planning and Regeneration Services at Tel 01236 632852
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